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Finance from a Risk Perspective 
 
Students at the High School are forced to practice German between the thorny rhymes of the Goethe’s 

Faust. While the first part is very well known, the second part of the tragedy is rarely touched. The main 

topic is considered to be too boring and complex for teenagers: Goethe dedicates a large part of his efforts 

in giving us an analysis of his contemporary monetary policies. The Emperor’s Chancellor declares that all 

the flamboyant ideas of the counselors must face a cruel reality. From his same words: - The coffers are 

empty (“…unsere Kassen bleiben leer.”).  

In a Gold Standard trade economy, there is not enough precious material to support the Emperor’s 

expansionary wishes. Mephistopheles’s proposal came quick and easy: there is certainly plenty of gold not 

yet discovered underneath the earth belonging to the Emperor. Why not to issue promissory notes for the 

value of this yet-to-be-found metal? A deluge of paper money invaded the Empire allowing the Emperor to 

keep spending with no restrictions.        

How happy would the devil be today, watching Kuroda, Draghi, Bernanke and now Yellen who are making 

his dreams a reality? 

When watching the massive intervention put on by the Bank of Japan and heir counterparts, European 

negative yields, 30-year German bond yields trading almost 200 basis points lower than corresponding US 

bonds and the internal imbalances affecting the European Union, we cannot help but think that 

Mephistopheles is ruling financial markets.  

Two scenarios manifesting in front of us: A growth model supported by extremely low interest rates, tough 

reforms in corporate taxation and labor markets and healthier current balances by aggressive proactive 

economies like the US or a secular Japan-like, low-growth storyline in less aggressive ones like Europe. 

Make no mistake: when US central bankers bailed-out and demanded reform in return, reform came. When 

European central bankers bailed-out and demand reform the answer has been: No! No reform! And give us 

more money! Or else Mephistopheles won’t like it…    

The financial markets are bouncing up and down, happily riding the warhorse of a fiat money regime with 

its unlimited coffers and sadly trembling when any little sign of lack of confidence undermines the 

construction and reveals the intrinsic fragility of the economic building, like a crowd quietly murmuring about 

the king’s nakedness. 

March 2015 began with a reversal of the major trends that led equities, bonds and dollar to new highs and 

energy to new lows. All ears were receptive for the FED’s comments: Mephistopheles’s money chest has 

been kept open for more than six years, but for how long will it last? The customary word “patient” did not 

come out from Yellen’s mouth, but an unexpected more data-dependent dovish language and a 

downgraded outlook for GDP growth have been interpreted as an unforeseen sign of a longer 

accommodative policy.  The uncertainties around the next FED moves are amplified as the start of the Q1 

earnings season approaches and financial assets have to digest the effects of a strong US dollar and a 

lower global economic growth. Corporate earning expectations will be the main market movers in going 

forward, starting from Alcoa right after Easter. 

We know by no means the end of the story: whether Governments and Central Banks will be able to write 

a happy ending or a dramatic sluggish economy will be the new rule.  
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The question that a clever investor should have right off the top of his head is: Let us suppose that I buy 

what you just said, how do you plan to invest going forward?  

To answer this question, it is wise to make a leap in the past. History of finance tells us that, in a number of 

occasions, markets delivered gifts for whom Ben Graham called Intelligent Investors and Edward Thorp 

would call sensible gamblers. Edward Thorp is a mathematics professor, a proficient hedge fund manager 

who became famous as the author of the Black Jack’s Bible.  

One of the main assumptions is that the card deck is not always benign and probability theory helps to 

define the right time to play and the right size of a bet. When statistics, probability and in broader sense 

mathematics are the drivers, a game of pure luck can be translated into a rational investment. 

 

 

Finance is the practice court of Sensible Gamblers 

When Stanley Druckenmiller, the former chief portfolio manager at George Soros's Quantum Fund, read 

the president of the Bundesbank's comments, in September 1992, he had another confirmation that sterling 

devaluation was all but inevitable. The combination of an English weak economy, a post-reunification 

stronger Germany and the most hawkish Central Bank in the world could only have one obvious conclusion.  

He walked into Soros’s office and made the proposal to increase the existing short sterling position to $1.5 

billion. Soros’s answer was striking: - That does not make any sense, go for the jugular.  

In the next days, the position reached $10 billion. Soros knew that the remaining cards in the deck were, for 

the most part, face cards. When odds are in your favor it is the right moment to take a bold decision. 

In 2006, Steve Eisman, a senior portfolio manager with a focus in financial stocks, moved away from his 

track and he bet against subprime mortgages. More or less at the same time, John Paulson agreed with the 

negative housing views of Paolo Pellegrini, and decided to go for the jugular buying cheap credit insurance 

through credit default swaps on the subprime bonds. Sensible gamblers know how to count the cards and 

place a bet at the right time. 

Running the risk to appear overbearing, we have been among them when, at the very beginning of Ayaltis’ 

life, our funds started to accumulate a momentous position in distressed securities. The credit cycle was at 

its nadir and financial institutions could not wait to discharge their portfolios at a speed never seen before. 

Low-rated bonds and hybrid instruments, such as Trusted Preferred Securities, were coming to the surface 

at very attractive prices, desperately searching for bidders.    

From those initial days, in many other junctures the dealers reshuffled the deck and opened the doors of 

several other market sectors: the FED quantitative easing, especially the first version (known as QE1), 

created the conditions for a stable recovery, not only in the paper that the FED announced to buy (agency 

mortgage backed securities), but also in lower rated securities. Later, in Europe, the shrinkage in the ABS 

issuance reached a point that the ECB could no longer ignore.   

Selectively choosing the right hedge funds strategies and carefully investing in top-class managers made it 

possible to concretely beat Mephistopheles at its own game, for six years. Collecting best of class long-

term performance awards along the way.  
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From Sensible Gamblers to Market Fracking 

However, this is just one part of the story. Slowly but inexorably, we have moved out from semi-directional 

bets and increased our relative value trades. If our reflation cycle-driven positions can been called Sensible 

Gambling, our current non-cyclical portfolio can be named Market Fracking. Micro events, technical 

imbalances, microstructure divergences, lack of banking trading desks, soft activism, fundamental 

dislocations in macro variables are all valuable sources of short-term de-correlated investment ideas. Same 

principle just more focused and with a narrower spectrum. 

Let us think at the market as a combination of big rocks with plenty of fractures: some managers, nimble 

and skilled, have the ability to inject their trades in the veins to extract the value inside. The right combination 

of fracturing fluids has always been the core of our investment activity. Since February 2014 we boosted 

our efforts to travel around the world searching for “market frackers” and we have been harvesting the first 

yield. 

Our decision could not have come at a better time: We perfectly read the credit cycle, we anticipated the 

evolution of the Mephistopheles’s policies and we transitioned a substantial part of our portfolio, month after 

month, from directional managers to relative value, event-driven micro frackers. 

To illustrate the point, when one of our highly regarded managers announced the “liquidation” of its record-

breaking Toro fund, we were by no means surprised. The trajectory of the European ABS sector was highly 

predictable after the announcement of the Asset-Backed Securities Purchase Program (ABSPP) by the 

ECB, in October 2014.  Since the beginning of last year, the market mood abruptly changed. While rich pre-

crisis assets were slowly amortizing, reducing the good paper available, new investors, alternative and 

traditional, decided to join the party pushing up the price of peripheral assets (especially Portugal and Spain) 

in the eve of a new supporting monetary policy.  

This manager, definitely one of our best known sensible gamblers, decisively launched the fund in the 

second quarter of 2009, when its sector was at the bottom and rich pre-crisis assets were sold by struggling 

banks at few cents on the dollar.  The same assets that are now wildly requested at 75 or 80 cents on the 

dollar.  All the characteristics of an accelerated credit cycle, reengineered by the ECB and slowed down by 

the post-crisis regulatory environment, are easy to be seen. The super-rich opportunity set the manager 

foresaw six years ago, is now vanished. Still appealing, but less attractive and requiring longer lock to 

capture safely. The fund is in fact transforming itself into a permanent capital structure. Its end was easy to 

predict. Typically, a CLO lifecycle is based on a reinvestment period, five years on average for after crisis 

loans and eight year for pre-crisis loans, and a wind-down window where the principal proceeds go to pay 

down the CLO tranches. By nature, seasoned structured products are going to be called or liquidated within 

ten years. Anybody who knows the technicalities could easily understand that the cocktail bowl was going 

to be emptied between 2015 and 2016.   

The dealer has simply reshuffled the cards, regulators increased the number of decks (CLO retention rules 

in US and Europe, Solvency II, Basel III, Dodd-Frank) and, after many years, the odds are now even. Across 

most asset classes. Central Bank actions have propelled upwards all financial assets. Debt assets have 

reached theoretical pricing limits. No more upside, but only downside. Equities are on fire, at the end of 

March: the German equity index is up 22.39%, Japan up 9.07% and China 15.8%. The dollar has lost more 

than 10% against euro and WTI fell from $87 to a minimum of $44 before bouncing back to 55. Russia and 

Brazil have been under pressure, for different reasons, but currency and credit cooled down in March.  
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The fly in the ointment remains Greece. The country remains the biggest question mark and its dismal 

financial conditions are far from being solved, despite the (expected) boisterous declarations of European 

officials. Risk assets and politicians are largely underestimating the contagion risks and a negotiation failure 

cannot be ring-fenced at will. Athens’ eventual bankruptcy is a game-changer and Mephistopheles knows 

very well how to play his tricks. 

The Ayaltis Team, 23rd. April 2015. 


